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Introduction
In every call center, there are two types of employees. Those who are rated the
best by customers, and others who are struggling to become a star employee.
There is a three to four times diﬀerence between the performances of the top
quartile sales agent and bottom quartile sales agent.
Reports show that around 36% of customers feel that the most frustrating
aspect of a poor customer service experience is that an agent that lacks the
knowledge or ability to solve their issues. Management has little to no control
over sales pitch delivery when it comes to the sales voice process. This is one of
the major issues faced by struggling agents. And not being able to monitor
every call leaves the management unaware of this. This aﬀects their customer
rating. Therefore, standard sales delivery is a must.

Challenge

There is no transparency in the sales pitch
delivery.

There is a wide gap between the star sales
agent and the agent who needs a performance
improvement.

Solutions
Using
AI-Powered Voice
Bots and their speech
analysis technology,
companies can tackle these
problems. AI can be used to
answer the basic queries so that
the agents can focus on their
improvement.

It
can also
generate
valuable leads that
boost the business and give
insights into customer's minds
through speech analytics
reporting. It is done with the help of
monitoring several calls at once in
real-time.

That
way, it can give a
short report on the
caller’s intent,
behavioural analysis,
previous history, and other
valuable data.

Companies
can check the
reports to make sure
that the agents are using
proper pitch delivery during calls.
Also, they can point out the weak
points of agents so that they will
know where they need improvement.

Beneﬁts
Using speech analytics can have the following beneﬁts:

There will be an
improvement in agent
productivity.

Management will be
able to monitor calls
in real-time.

Operational costs
will reduce.

Companies will
get valuable
leads.

We help businesses enhance their customer experience using AI-Powered
Voice Assistant in customer interaction channels and Speech Analytics in
historical or post-facto speech data.
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